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Chapter 5: Driving Forces - Occupation, Financial Access, 
Education 
 

 This chapter examines each of the key driving forces of the Thai economy in more detail, first in 

the contemporary economy and then historically. Geography and space are incorporated within each topic. 

Many of the details here will turn out to be of considerable consequence for the modeling efforts below. 

We address in turn occupation, financial access, and education.  

  Many industries are concentrated in and around Bangkok, though not exclusively-- 

food/beverage/tobacco is concentrated in the Northeast. The point is that occupation and business 

enterprise matter in virtually all regions of the country.  Most firms are small in terms of numbers of 

employees.  SMEs account for over 95% of all firms, and about 50% of employment and capital. There is 

thus an overlap of the firms found in a Ministry of Industry registry, on the one hand, many with a 

capitalization of 10 million baht or less, with the larger firms of household surveys, on the other. This was 

a point discussed earlier, that non-farm enterprise is significant in the national accounts. The real point is 

that the use of household data to understand the macro economy is not strained but natural. Historically, 

there is a steady movement of households out of agriculture and into self-employment or employer 

categories. The latter have higher incomes and greater within-group inequality. These will be 

incorporated into and/or compared with the predictions of the choice models below. Satellite imagery 

shows the corresponding urbanization and deforestation, and the village/regional models will be used to 

understand these patterns. Initial household wealth seems to facilitate subsequent household transition 

into business, and the assets of a new business are lower if the household is not borrowing. Thus prior 

wealth, if it is low, appears as a constraint, a key feature to be incorporated into models with constrained 

selection. 

 At an aggregated level commercial banks seem to dominate access, credit extended, and number 

of branches. These typically are presented as key facts in country financial sector assessments, such as 

those conducted by the IMF. Often they are all we have to go on. But the aggregates can be misleading. In 

rural household data the Thai government’s agricultural development bank, the BAAC, is the largest 

formal lender. So the formal sector needs to distinguish urban vs. rural actual/potential clients and ideally 

to distinguish the financial provider.  The informal sector is quite significant in household and SME 

surveys - though at the aggregated formal level this sector is not measured at all. The role and impact of 

the informal sector will be assessed through the models below. In the Northeast many transactions are 

within the village, among relatives and non-relatives, whereas in the Central region out-of-village 

transactions rise in importance. The village may be an important entity, but its importance may decline 
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over time.  More generally, the mix of lenders varies by region, and this is a key feature in the 

determination of obstacles to trade. 

 Some portion of household/businesses does not borrow at all. This motivates so-called dual sector 

models which feature autarky vs. intermediated sectors, and also work in the subsequent models which 

retain autarky as a viable choice.  Loans among households and SMEs vary in size, interest rate, collateral 

(joint liability, asset-backed, nothing), and default consequences. Several of the models will allow 

variation on the supply side and/or demand side along some of these dimensions.  Savings are in both 

financial accounts and rice. The latter is especially important in the Northeast, indicative of the low level 

of intermediation in the area.  

 Debt/asset ratios, the stocks, are relatively low, and typically rise with firm size or household 

wealth. This may be indicative of which kind of constraints are prevalent, through the models below.  Use 

of funds for consumption smoothing and investment/finance, the flows, seem to vary with financial sector 

provider. Some aim for clientele at the middle or low wealth group. The various providers do have 

distinct policies. For example, the BAAC has a risk-contingency system in which loan repayment can be 

deferred or partially forgiven, though provisions are not charged appropriately. Village funds differ by 

policies, shown in the data to be correlated with success and failure in membership, saving, and lending 

growth. There appear to be gaps in services, and this historical and cross sectional variation is a key to 

preliminary financial sector assessment of impact below. 

 Historically, financial deepening is most obvious for the BAAC which operates now in most 

villages, least obvious for village funds which, until recently, blink on and off with success and failure, 

and mixed for commercial banks, which spread like contagion in nearby areas. By household, pre-existing 

wealth facilitates entry into the formal financial sector, as does education. Income differentials and 

inequality vary by access, no-access groups. The distribution of wealth is higher for those with 

commercial bank access, lowest for those who borrow informally, and concentrated in the middle for the 

BAAC. Evidently, there is a positive relationship between prior wealth and financial access, especially 

formal access, and so, again wealth as a constraint looms large. 

Education levels vary over space, both across provinces and within provinces by proximity to 

major roads or towns. Secondary school are scattered, and many households have relatively low levels of 

education. Thus, varying levels of education should be taken into account in occupation choice and 

financial use, at least. The education of children still varies with parental wealth. Educational outcomes as 

part of constrained choice need to be studied further.  Education is certainly a key variable in income, 

inequality, and poverty decompositions, as mentioned earlier. Income differentials have increased over 

time, and illiteracy has declined substantially. Inequality in income remains higher for the low education 

groups. 
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5.1 Occupation/Industrialization 

5.1.1 The Contemporary Situation 
 

 The contemporary picture of industry shows that manufacturing of metal machinery and 

equipment is concentrated in the greater Bangkok areas but with nontrivial number of factories in the 

provinces, e.g., the corridor to the North, parts of the South, the Eastern seaboard, and the Northeast ‘arc’ 

swinging  up from Nakorn Ratchasima to Ubon. In contrast, food and food processing is concentrated in 

the Northeast generally. 

 
[Figure 5.1.1.1 Source: Office of Industrial Economics, Ministry of Industry] 

 

 Food and beverages, fabricated products, non-metal products, and transportation are among the 

largest manufacturing sectors in having a combination of all three criteria: number of factories, capital, 

and employment. See Figure 5.1.1.2. The single largest type by number of factories is agro-industry 

(which includes small rice mills), followed by fabricated products. The largest by employment are 
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food/beverage, textiles, wearing apparel, and electric machinery and supplies. The largest in terms of 

capitalization are chemical and chemical products, food/beverage/tobacco, and transport equipment.   

 

   Firms  Employees  Registered capital  

   N 
share 
(%)  N 

share 
(%) 

million 
BHT 

share 
(%) 

SMEs 
         
124,771   97.9

   
1,605,815  50.4

    
1,218,856   52.0 

Large 
enterprises 

             
2,631   2.1

   
1,580,588  49.6

    
1,125,111   48.0 

Total 
         
127,402   100.0

   
3,186,403  100.0

    
2,343,967   100.0 

 

[Table 5.1.1.2 Distribution of SMI’s by Industry. Source: JBIC]  

 

 In Thailand, firms with 200 or fewer employees are termed SMEs (small and medium enterprise). 

See Table 5.1.1.3. As of 1996, these constituted 97.9% of all establishments, employed 50.4% of the 

employee workforce, and had 52.0% of the registered capital. There is relatively little variation by sector. 

Virtually all rice mills are SME’s (excluded from the above totals already). On the other hand, a lower 88-

89% of the number of firms in textiles, footwear, and petrochemicals are SME’s.   

   Total 
Main Products  N  % 
Final product  450 70.1
Intermediate output  180 28.0
Both  19 3.0
Base all respondents  642 100.0

Sales source  Total 
N  % 

Domestic sales 100%  342 53.3
Domestic sales >50%  139 21.7
Domestic sales 50%: Export 
50%  13 2.0
Export 51‐100%  148 23.1
Base all respondents  642 100.0

Note: 1) Multiple answers 
 

[Table 5.1.1.3 Major Products and Their Markets. Source: JBIC] 
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[Table 5.1.1.4. Subcontracting Relationships with Multinationals or Local Firms. Source: JBIC]  

 

Fixed assets  Total 
   N  % 
Less than 10m BHT  240  37.4 
11‐50m BHT  157  24.5 
51‐ 100m BHT  44  6.9 
101‐200m BHT  41  6.4 
NA  160  24.9 
Base all respondents  642  100.0 
     

Employees  Total 
   N  % 
Less than 10 
employees  137  21.3 
11‐50 employees  266  41.4 
51‐ 100 employees  114  17.8 
101‐ 200 employees  125  19.5 
Base all respondents  642  100.0 

Note: 1) as of June 1999, at cost 
 

[Table 5.1.1.5. Fixed Assets and Number of Employees. Source: JBIC]  

 

 According to a Japanese JBIC survey, nontrivial numbers of SMEs are connected to international 

markets. Sales via exports exceed 50% of all sales for 23.1% of all SMEs, though 53.3% do rely on 
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domestic sales only. See Table 5.1.1.3. Likewise, in Table 5.1.1.4, from 5.6% to 32.1% are prime 

contractors for multi-national and local companies, respectively.  

 Important for the argument which follows is the size of the SME’s assets. See Table 5.1.1.6. No 

less than 37% of all SME have assets less than 10 million baht (a more refined histogram is not available).  

For subsequent reference, 21% have less than 10 employees and another 41% have between 10 and 50 

employees. Thus the bulk of SME’s are small by most measures. Indeed, the Ministry of Industry’s 

registry of firms uncovers many with less than 10 employees and registered capital of 50,000 to 1 million 

baht. See Table 5.1.1.7 for an example. 

 

Name  Capital  Man Power  
Horse 
Power 

Entrepreneur 1  550,000  4  61.35 
Entrepreneur 2  6,500,000  81 
Entrepreneur 3  1,601,000  10  40.36 
Entrepreneur 4  362,000  3  26.02 
Entrepreneur 5  3,970,000  27  636.83 
Entrepreneur 6  200,000  5  9 
Entrepreneur 7  1,250,000  10  33.54 
Entrepreneur 8  190,000  5 
 Entrepreneur 9  210,000  1  10.66 
Entrepreneur 
10  735,000  9  51.86 
Entrepreneur 
11  200,000  4 
Entrepreneur 
12  292,000  2  44.11 
Entrepreneur 
13  750,000  2  11 
Entrepreneur 
14  380,000  7  30.75 
Entrepreneur 
15  450,000  4  35.81 
Entrepreneur 
16  55,000  8  47.26 
Entrepreneur 
17  142,000  2  12.25 
Entrepreneur 
18  50,000  7  10.04 
Entrepreneur 
19  234,000  217  39.09 
Entrepreneur 
20  25,000,000  69  14323.07 
Entrepreneur  167,000,000  88  7180 
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21 
Entrepreneur 
22  70,000,000  100  11126.17 
Entrepreneur 
23  15,500,000  42  1415.7 
Entrepreneur 
24  81,500,000  42  1425.89 
Entrepreneur 
25  205,400,000  70 
Entrepreneur 
26  33  8230.5 
Entrepreneur 
27  492,000,000  151  6069.91 
Entrepreneur 
28  3,800,000  62  20.75 
Entrepreneur 
29  8,500,000  20  258.75 
Entrepreneur 
30  100,000  2  25.88 
Entrepreneur 
31  1,150,000  7  16.5 

 

[Table 5.1.1.6. Example from Ministry of Industry Registry, Lop Buri. Source: Adapted from the records 

of the Thai Ministry of Industry] 

 

Income Tercile 
Whole 
Sample  Chachoengsao  Lop Buri  Buriram  Srisaket 

All Households  175,824  260,492 118,817 121,898 59,379
Low  75,785  62,172 129,224 88,428 25,867
Medium  90,792  133,348 30,643 76,060 62,794
High  260,556  416,846 154,447 167,904 70,780

 

[Table 5.1.1.7. Average Costs of Household Business Assets. Note: Values are in baht, nominal values 

not adjusted for inflation or depreciation. At the time of data collection, 1000 THB  USD $ 40.00.  

Table presents the results only for households that own businesses. Source: Adapted from Townsend Thai 

data] 

≈
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[Table 5.1.1.8. Median initial investment by region and business type, 1000s of 1997 baht. Source: 

Paulson and Townsend (2004)] 

 

 One can also uncover firms in standard household surveys. The Townsend Thai data find 23% of 

households in 1997 with nontrivial business assets (not featured in a table). Table 5.1.1.8 shows the 

average costs of household business assets for households that have businesses. The highest tercile has 

261,000 baht in assets, 417,000 in assets in Chachoengsao. As reported in Table 5.1.1.9, transport and 

construction firms in the Northeast have 855,000 in initial business investment. (Total household assets 

reach 1.18 million baht in Chachoengsao.) There are in fact some households in the monthly data with 

business assets from one to 9 million baht. See example in Table 5.1.1.10. Clearly the mid to high end of 

household enterprise is firmly co-mingled with the lower to mid range of the SME’s. We can thus use the 

household survey data to study with some confidence the establishment of nonfarm enterprise. 

 
[Table 5.1.1.9. Households with Largest Business Asset in Each Province. Source: Adapted from 

Townsend Thai data] 

 

5.1.2. History 
 

 Historically, there is a salient transition out of agriculture and into wage work and non-farm 

enterprise. The table from the SES, 1976-1996, indicates the decline in small farmers, from 44.5% to 
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23.8% of the population. Large farmers also declined from 6.3% to 2.5%, as did the few in fishing. There 

is a steady rise in the number of production workers, from 5.9% to 15.2%, and service workers, from 

8.0% to 13.6%. The number of non-farm self employed is relatively flat, first falling and then, after 1990, 

rising.   More telling perhaps is the more or less steady increase in the number of non-farm employers 

from 1.3% to 3.2%. Related would be the increase in professional workers, from 4.1% to 6.6%. The 

number of households on ‘assistance’ rises from 3.5% to 12.1%. The models below will begin by 

aggregating some of these categories, again featuring the choice between wage and non-farm enterprise. 

0.6
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0.1
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Figure 3. Occupational Transition in Thailand  
 

[Figure 5.1.2.1.Trend of Occupational Composition. Source: SES, data Jeong and Townsend (2005)] 
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1976 1981 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1976

-96 

1976

-86 

1986

-92 

1992

-96 

OCCUPATION             

Small farmer 46.1 45.8 39.4 38.6 36.9 34.8 27.9 26.2 -19.9 -0.67 -0.77 -2.16 

Fisher and other farmer 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 -1.3 -0.08 -0.10 0.01 

Big farmer 7.6 6.7 7.1 5.0 5.4 4.8 3.0 3.0 -4.6 -0.05 -0.40 -0.43 

Non-farm self employed 13.2 11.3 11.4 11.4 11.3 11.4 12.5 13.3 0.1 -0.18 -0.01 0.48 

Non-farm employer 1.4 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.6 3.1 3.2 3.5 2.1 0.10 0.00 0.10 

Own-account professional 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.00 0.01 -0.01 

Farm worker 4.7 5.7 6.6 6.8 6.2 6.0 6.3 5.5 0.8 0.19 -0.10 -0.12 

General worker 5.0 1.6 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.0 -2.0 -0.11 0.00 -0.24 

Production worker 5.9 7.7 8.7 8.5 10.4 11.3 14.1 15.5 9.6 0.28 0.42 1.06 

Service worker 7.4 7.9 8.3 9.7 10.7 11.1 12.3 12.8 5.4 0.10 0.47 0.40 

Professional worker 3.7 4.4 4.6 5.3 5.0 5.2 5.8 6.2 2.5 0.09 0.10 0.25 

Assisted 2.2 3.6 5.3 6.3 6.0 6.5 9.4 9.4 7.1 0.31 0.20 0.72 

Rentier  0.5 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.02 0.05 -0.05 

FINANCIAL 

PARTICIPATION 

            

Nonparticipant 93.5 89.8 89.3 84.7 80.4 78.1 75.5 73.4 -20.1 -0.41 -1.86 -1.19 

Participant 6.5 1.02 10.7 15.3 19.6 21.9 24.5 26.6 20.1 0.41 1.86 1.19 

EDUCATION             

No formal 18.3 12.5 8.6 7.6 7.1 6.9 6.2 5.6 -12.7 -0.97 -0.27 -0.34 

Primary 73.1 76.1 78.6 77.4 76.4 74.9 73.2 71.8 -1.3 0.55 -0.63 -0.78 

Secondary 5.4 6.3 6.1 6.9 8.3 8.9 10.3 11.4 6.0 0.07 0.47 0.63 

Vocational 2.2 3.6 4.0 4.5 4.2 4.6 5.0 5.3 3.1 0.18 0.09 0.18 

University or higher  1.1 1.5 2.7 3.6 4.0 4.8 5.3 6.0 4.9 0.17 0.34 0.31 

 

 [Table 5.1.2.2. Composition of Income Status Groups. (%) Source: Jeong (2008)] 
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 [Table 5.1.2.3. Average Income Profile (1990 Baht) Source: SES data, Jeong and Townsend (2005)] 

 

 The skills of these various categories of workers should be reflected in part in earned incomes. 

See Table 5.1.2.3. Small farmers, farmer workers, and general workers earn roughly the same amounts 

and are on the low end.  On the high end are non-farm employer, own account professionals, and 

professional workers. The latter two have the largest increases in income over the 20 years. In between 

these highs and low income groups lie non-farm self employed, earning more than twice that of workers 

and about half that of employers and/or professionals. Some of the models below act as if wage work and 

subsistence agriculture are equivalent in income, and this is not far from the actual facts of the data. The 

income differences between self-employed and employer categories may have to do with the scale at 

which constrained households can operate, as in the models below.  

 

 

 

 
 [Table 5.1.2.4. Inequality Profile by Theil-L Index. Source: SES data, Jeong and Townsend (2005)] 
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 Inequality is roughly correlated with the level of income. See Table 5.1.2.4. The lowest inequality 

groups are small farmers, as well as farm, general, production workers (though professional workers and 

own account professional have low inequality in income, an exception). The highest inequality groups are 

non-farm employers and non-farm self employed (but inequality is high for farmers, an exception).  

 
[Figure 5.1.2.5. Source: Felkner (2000)] 

 

 The occupation shifts out of farming and into other occupations is reflected in satellite imagery 

depicting deforestation and urbanization. The forests of eastern Chachoengsao (Figure 5.1.2.5) and 

southern Sisaket are now largely gone. Industrialization and construction along the corridor going from 

Bangkok to the eastern sea board in Chachoengsao and around Sisaket city are evident, in red, on the map.  

We shall try to explain these patterns, subsequently. 
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New Occupation of 
Household Head =>  

Rice Farm
er 

Farm
er, O

ther Crop 

Shrim
p Farm

er 

Construction 

Business/ Skilled Trade 

Professional/ A
dm

inistrative 

G
eneral W

orker, Cleaner/ 
Janitor 

O
ther 

Total 

Old Occupation of 
Household Head 

Inactive/ No Occupation  0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.2 0.2
Rice Farmer  0.2  7.1 7.3 6.7 7.9 0.8 4.7  2.8 37.5
Farmer, Other Crop  1.4  15.4 2.8 1.0 3.9 0.2 1.8  1.4 27.8
Shrimp Farmer  0.0  1.2 2.0 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0  0.2 4.1
Construction  0.2  0.6 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.4  0.4 3.4
Business/ Skilled Trade  1.4  1.2 2.0 0.8 4.9 0.4 1.2  0.6 12.4
Professional/ 
Administrative  0.0  0.6 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.4  0.4 2.4
General Worker, 
Cleaner/Janitor  0.8  1.8 1.0 1.8 1.6 0.0 0.8  0.6 8.3
Other  0.8  1.0 0.0 0.2 1.2 0.0 0.4  0.4 3.9
Total  4.7  29.0 15.4 10.9 21.7 2.0 9.7  6.9 100.0

 

[Table 5.1.2.6. Percentage Distribution of Occupational Changes Over Past Six Years. Source: Jeong, 

unpublished] 

 

 The transition from agriculture into non-farm occupations is often direct. By far the single most 

common movement in the Townsend Thai data, 1992-1997 retrospective, is out of the rice farmer 

category, into construction and business/skilled trade,  shrimp and other crops, for a total of 37% of the 

rice farming population. See Table 5.1.2.6. Those farming other crops also make some such transitions, 

28% in total. Movement into business and skilled trades is relatively large, and farmers also tend to 

switch crops. 
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Size of 
employment  Bangkok  Central  Northern

North‐
eastern  Southern Total 

Percentage for 
each size 

1‐9  10,019  4,935  1/602  2,415  1,526  20,497  63.3% 

   (48.9%)  (24.1%)  (7.8%)  (11.8%)  (7.5%)  (100.0%)    

10‐49  4,145  2,410  932  1,257  760  9,774  30.2% 

   (45.2%)  (24.7%)  (9.5%)  (12.9%)  (7.8%)  (100.0%)    

50‐ 199  507  663  169  281  112  1,732  5.3% 

   (29.3%)  (38.3%)  (9.8%)  (16.2%)  (6.5%)  (100.0%)    

200 and over  118  118  43  32  18  399  1.2% 

   (29.6%)  (47.1%)  (10.8%)  (8.0%)  (4.5%)  (100.0%)    

Total  15,059  8196  2,746  3,985  2,416  32,402  100 

   (46.5%)  (25.3%)  (8.5%)  (12.3%)  (7.5%)  (100.0%)    

[Table 5.1.2.7. Number of Factories Classifies by Size of Employment and Regions (1980). (* Excluding 

rice mills, sawmills, ice making and printing firms.) Source: Factory Control Division, Ministry of 

Industry] 

 

 Despite the prominence of SMEs in the contemporary Thai economy, firms were historically even 

smaller. A 1980 study from the Ministry of Industry, even excluding rice and saw mills, ice-making and 

printing , finds that 63.3 percent of firms had between 1 and 9 employees, with an additional 30.2 percent  

at  between 10 and 49 workers. See Table 5.1.2.7. This is clearly a left-shifted histogram relative to the 

previous more contemporary 1996 data.   Akira (1989) compares the size distribution between 1963 and 

1970 and again finds the distributions shifts left as one goes deeper into the past, even within those 7 

years.  The number of establishments with 10-49 workers was 62.5% in 1970 and increases to 84.3% as 

one goes back to 1963.  The proportion of small establishments contributing to employment, value added, 

and wages and salaries likewise shifts left as one go backward in time.   

 

 The distribution of establishments (by type) in the most developed, Bangkok/Thonburi Areas in 

1960 is listed in the table. See Table 5.1.2.8.  Apart from matches and cement, most establishments are 

quite small, including those run by Chinese, where the average employment overall is 8.5 workers. 
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[Table 5.1.2.8. Establishments in the Bangkok-Thonburi area (1960). Source: Akira (1989)] 
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[Figure 5.1.2.9 Source: Adapted from NESDB data] 

 

 One surmises from NESDB data that early on, the food and beverage sector was among the most 

important. However, it has been in decline since 1950. Textiles and wearing apparel peaked in the mid 

80’s.  Transportation and petroleum have increased over time, but with cycles. 
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[Figure 5.1.2.10. Non-Parametric Relationship Between Starting a Business and wealth. Notes: y-axis 

indicates probability of starting a business (1992-1997), x-axis indicates prior wealth in 1992. Dashed line 

indicates 90% confidence interval, dotted line 2σ= ± . Source: Paulson, Townsend and Karaivanov 

(2003)] 

 

 Despite non-trivial income gaps, movement of households into higher income categories has 

come slowly. The Townsend Thai data measures occupation transitions, as noted earlier, and also 

retrospective wealth. Non-parametric regressions reveal that the 1992 wealth of those still in farming 

helps to predict the fraction that makes a subsequent transition out of the farm and into other enterprise, 

1992-1997. Standard errors do not overturn this conclusion, especially on the low end of wealth. It would 

thus seem there are barriers to entry, for example, imperfect credit markets. This is a key feature of the 

constrained household choice problems below. 
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[Figure 5.1.2.11. (top) Business less than one year old before 2002 and (bottom) Business less than one 

year old after 2002 included. Source: Townsend Thai data] 

 

 Related, for those in a new business, one year old or less, the distribution of business assets is 

shifted to the right if the household is able obtain formal borrowing, relative to those in financial autarky, 

who neither borrow nor save. (Interestingly, those with saving only are asset poor --see below for a model 

which rationalizes this conclusion). 

 

 However, for those starting business in the 1997 financial crisis, the picture is cloudy if not 

reversed. It is as if either a restricted financial system took its toll or the incentives to enter business 

shifted with changing income differentials.  Paulson and Townsend (2005) find that start up investment 

was smaller than normal in this period, and households were less skilled. In short these businesses may 

have been a substitute for wage employment.  Over the longer history and in the contemporary situation, 

that is not the typical case. 
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5.2 Drivers: Financial Situation – Contemporary Picture 

5.2.1 The Contemporary Situation 
 

Financial 
Institutions  No. 

No. of 
branches  Assets1/ 

Funds 
mobilized from 
households1/ 

Credits 
extended1/ 

Commercial 
banks  29  3171    5,626,661.2 

   
2,642,854.2  

  
4,825,056.5 

Finance 
companies2/  91  71    1,811,937.6 

   
661,016.4  

  
1,488,187.8 

Credit foncier 
companies  12  0            8,517.7 

   
6,151.6  

  
6,742.3 

Mutual fund 
management co.  8  195 funds       216,240.7   n.a.    n.a. 
Government 
Savings Bank  1  543       237,442.2 

   
205,374.2  

  
56,256.7 

Government 
Housing Bank  1  169       211,444.2 

   
59,370.7  

  
198,499.5 

Bank for 
Agriculture and 
Agricultural 
Cooperatives 
(BAAC)  1  628       212,067.1 

   
57,239.3  

  
165,621.5 

Industrial Finance 
Corp of Thailand 
(IFTC)  1  23       143,802.8 

   
‐   

  
103,234.3 

Small Industry 
Credit Guarantee 
Corporation 
(SIGC)  1  0                607.7 

   
‐   

  
‐   

Small Industry 
Finance 
Corporation 
(SIFC)  1  1            1,887.6 

   
‐   

  
698.4 

Export‐Import 
Bank of Thailand 
(EXIM bank)  1  2          34,623.8 

   
‐   

  
30,744.6 

Savings 
cooperatives  11273/  0       254,400.0E/ 

   
181,750.0E/  

  
212,600.0E/ 

Agricultural 
cooperatives  28323/  0          34,180.0E/ 

   
17,150.0E/  

  
23,290.0E/ 

Life insurance 
companies 
(including 
composite co.)  13  1216       145,172.9 

   
116,738.9  

  
31,847.2 

1/ Unit: Million Baht 
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2/ Including finance and securities companies  
3/ End of 1995 
E/ Estimated 

 

[Table 5.2.1.1. Key statistics of Thai financial institutions at end of 1996. Source: Bank of Thailand] 

 

 A table summarizing the formal financial system shows that commercial banks in 1996 had four 

times the funds mobilized, and about the same multiple of the liabilities, as their nearest competitors, 

finance companies, and three times the level of assets. The Government Savings Bank (GSB), 

Government Housing Bank, and the Bank for Agriculture and Agriculture Cooperatives (BAAC) 

constitute the next largest group, though each is quite small in comparison. For example, the GSB had at 

best 33% of the funds mobilized by finance companies, and the BAAC lent about 12% relative to finance 

companies. 
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Lender Distribution by Number of Loans
Lender  All  CCS  LB  BR  SSK 
Neighbor  7.8  8.6  7.8  8.4 6.5
Relative  15.9  16.9  14.2  17.2 15.0
BAAC  34.3  28.3  25.1  39.0 41.2
PCG  1.4  1.2  1.5  0.6 2.2
Comm. Bank  3.4  5.5  5.8  2.2 1.4
Ag. Coop.  10.0  14.0  13.3  5.1 9.6
Village Fund  1.0  0.6  0.5  1.6 1.0
Rice Bank  0.4  0.0  0.0  0.5 0.7
Moneylender  10.1  5.9  12.0  12.2 9.0
Storeowner  4.1  4.8  5.1  4.0 2.9
Supplier  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.0 0.3
Landlord  0.1  0.0  0.0  0.4 0.1
Purchaser  1.2  1.1  3.7  0.0 0.3
Other  10.0  12.4  10.5  8.5 9.6
Total  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 100.0

 

Lender Distribution of Total Credit 
Lender  All  CCS  LB  BR  SSK 
Neighbor  2.4  2.7  2.1 2.9 1.3
Relative  14.3  25.6  6.2 8.4 7.4
BAAC  28.6  25.1  22.2 39.9 38
PCG  1.2  0.2  0.9 0.1 7.4
Comm. Bank  15.8  15.9  26.2 6.4 5
Ag. Coop.  8.8  12.5  7.8 3.0 8.8
Village Fund  0.2  0.1  0.2 0.3 0.2
Rice Bank  0.0  0.0  0.0 0.1 0.1
Moneylender  6.0  3.6  7.2 8.3 7.5
Storeowner  6.9  6.4  5.4 12.8 2.7
Supplier  0.1  0.2  0.0 0.0 0
Landlord  0.0  0.0  0.0 0.2 0
Purchaser  2.9  0.3  9.2 0.0 0.3
Other  12.6  7.4  12.7 17.6 21.4
Total  100.0  100.0  100.0 100.0 100.0

 

[Table 5.2.1.2. (a) Lender distribution by number of loans and (b) Lender distributions of total credit. 

Legend: CCS = Chachoengsao, LB = Lop Buri, BR = Buriram, SSK = Srisaket. (Left)  

Source: Townsend Thai 1997 Survey, Kaboski and Townsend (1998)] 
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But household surveys in rural and semi-urban areas portray the opposite picture. In the 

Townsend Thai data, as in Table 5.2.1.2, commercial banks in 1997 have only 3.4 percent of all loans, or 

15.8 percent by value. Much of this is the Central region, at 15-26%, rather than the Northeast, at 5.0-

6.4%. The BAAC has 34.3% of all loans, 28.6% by value. This reaches 39.9% in the Northeast. The 

informal sector, missing of course from the previous Bank of Thailand table, is quite large, constituting 

34% of the total, and even larger in total number of loans, as loans size can be small. The informal sector 

consists of a variety of players: neighbors, relatives, moneylenders, storeowners, input suppliers, 

landlords, and output purchasers. Note that one should not confuse the informal sector with stereotypical 

moneylenders as they are only part of the story. Of some interest, the variety of nontrivial lenders, formal 

and informal, is greater in the Central region – we might anticipate that intermediation seems to work 

differently there.  

 

 All CCS LB BR SSK Korat Nan 

Percent with Loans 68.0 57.0 60.6 76.9 77.7 57.3 59.8 

Total Number of Loans 3467 661 817 1045 944 - - 

Not Borrowing 32.0 43.0 39.4 23.1 22.3 42.7 40.2 

 

[Table 5.2.1.3. Loan Distribution by changwat. Legend: CCS = Chachoengsao, LB = Lop Buri, BR = 

Buriram, SSK = Srisaket. Source: Based on Gine (2001)] 

 

 By number of households By amount of 
outstanding credits 

Percentage of households with debt HADS 
(2004) 

NSO 
(2002) 

NSO 
(2004) 

HADS 
(2004) 

Formal credits only 70.0 71.0 70.0 62.1 
Informal credits only 9.0 17.0 15.0 5.6 
From both sources 21.0 12.0 15.0 32.3 
Total 100.0 100 100 100.0 

 

[Table 5.2.1.4. Shares of Formal vs. Informal Credits. Source: Adapted from Bank of Thailand estimates)] 

 

The percentage of households not borrowing is 32% of the surveyed population of the Townsend 

Thai 1997 data. See Table 5.2.1.3. These households either lack access or choose not to borrow. This is 

lower in the Northeast, at about 23%, though in a TDRI study, the estimate is about 40%. The BAAC has 

a large role in the Northeast. Evidently, though, financial autarky is important (to be imposed 

exogenously or modeled below).  Of those borrowing, the percentage of households using formal credit 

only is 62% to 70% of the borrowing population, according to a variety of surveys reproduced by the 
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Bank of Thailand, in Table 5.2.1.4. Those using the informal only are estimated at 6% to 17%. Of those in 

business, 34% self-finance while 36% use commercial banks/BAAC/formal, 17% moneylender/informal 

only, and 13% the combination of formal and informal. One may note the variety and combination of 

lenders, anticipating further analysis in the models below. 

 

Borrower All CCS LB BR SSK 
Relative in village 30.3 24.8 25.6 31.9 36.8 
Relative not in village 15.2 24.2 20.4 8.5 11.4 
Nonrelative in village 39.7 31.7 35.5 47.2 40.8 
Nonrelative not in village 12.6 19.3 14.0 8.9 10.5 
Business partner 0.3 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 
Other 2.0 0.0 3.5 3.4 0.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

 

[Table 5.2.1.5. Borrower Distribution by changwat. Legend: CCS = Chachoengsao, LB = Lop Buri, BR = 

Buriram, SSK = Srisaket. Source: Kaboski and Townsend (1998)] 

 

Borrower Avg. Loan Size 
(in 1000’s) 

Avg. Duration 
(months) 

Avg. Interest 
Rate (annual) 

% of Loans at 
Zero Interest 

Relative in village 14 17 13% 64.8 
Relative not in village 58 15 19% 70.9 
Nonrelative in village 13 12 46% 50.8 
Nonrelative not in village 74 14 57% 44.3 
Business partner 40 12 10% 50.0 
Other 12 19 30% 26.7 

 

[Table 5.2.1.6. Size, Duration, Interest Rate, Percent of Loans at Zero, Interest of Loans Lent, by 

Borrower. Source: Adapted from Townsend Thai data] 

 

The variety in the informal sector, by region, is reflected in the Townsend Thai data in Table 

5.2.1.5 in a number of ways. The largest categories of transaction partners in the Northeast are relatives 

and non-relatives in the village, whereas relatives and non-relatives not in the village rise in importance in 

the Central region. Non-relatives in the villages are the single largest category in both regions, however - 

33% to 43%.   

 

Interest rates vary, with large fractions at zero interest for relatives in and out of the village. See 

Table 5.2.1.6. Likewise, duration is longer for relatives in villages. In sum the village, or the family 

within the village, may constitute an important entity in finance risk-sharing networks. This will be tested 

in the work reported below. Average interest rates, even when positive, vary accordingly: low for 
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relatives in the village and high for non-relatives out of the village. Loan size is lowest for relatives in the 

village and highest for those not in villages, especially non-relatives. It seems the informal sector may 

change as the economy develops, toward larger loans at higher interest but of shorter duration. 

 

  
Working Capital  Capital Investment 

1996  1997 1998 1999 1996 1997  1998 1999
Public financial institutions  3.6  3.4 3.7 3.7 2.5 2.6  2.6 2.2

Commercial banks 
incorporated in Thai/abroad  58.7  58.6 57.5 56.9 41.3 40.0  36.9 36.6
Finance companies  1.2  1.1 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.6  1.4 1.4
Informal financing  6.7  7.6 8.3 8.4 4.0 4.7  5.8 5.1
Overseas/Offshore financing  1.2  1.2 0.9 1.4 2.2 1.9  1.2 1.6

Other lending institutions for 
factoring, leasing  0.5  0.6 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.9  0.9 0.5
Sales proceeds  45.5  45.6 47.0 48.1 17.6 17.6  20.2 20.4
Company's internal reserves  20.6  21.2 23.2 23.4 15.0 15.0  15.6 15.4
Head Office  3.3  3.1 3.0 3.0 3.3 3.3  3.0 3.0

 

[Table 5.2.1.7. Source: JBIC] 

 

 Among SMEs in the Japanese JBIC survey, commercial banks in 1996 were the dominant source 

of credit, for 58% of survey respondents, and “informal” the dominant source for only 6.7%. See Table 

5.2.1.7. This seems substantially different than the household numbers (though the questions were asked 

differently). Sample selection and the behavior of commercial banks require further investigation.    
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Overall  41.5  21.8  1.3  0.1  0.3  3.9  2.7  26.6  1.7  100.0
Neighbor  85.5  7.5  2.6  0.0  0.0  1.5  1.1  1.5  0.4  100.0
Relative  93.1  3.1  0.9  0.0  0.0  0.9  0.5  1.1  0.4  100.0
BAAC  9.8  31.9  1.0  0.2  0.2  4.1  2.0  48.4  2.5  100.0
PCG  36.2  6.4  2.1  6.4  0.0  2.1  10.6  36.2  0.0  100.0
Comm. Bank  1.7  77.1  2.5  0.0  0.0  9.3  5.9  0.9  2.5  100.0
Av. Coop  8.9  38.3  2.0  0.0  0.3  4.9  1.2  44.4  0.0  100.0
Village Fund  72.7  6.1  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  21.2  0.0  100.0
Rice Bank  63.6  0.0  0.0  0.0  9.1  0.0  0.0  9.1  18.2  100.0
Moneylender  62.8  21.6  2.0  0.0  0.9  3.5  3.8  2.9  2.6  100.0
Storeowner  72.7  4.9  0.7  0.0  0.7  5.6  9.8  4.9  0.7  100.0
Supplier  100.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  100.0
Landlord  100.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  100.0
Purchaser  48.7  10.3  0.0  0.0  2.6  35.9  0.0  0.0  2.6  100.0
Other  39.7  6.7  0.6  0.0  0.3  4.1  5.8  39.7  3.2  100.0

 

[Table 5.2.1.8. Source: Townsend Thai data (1997), Kaboski and Townsend (1998)] 

 

Collateral, as in Table 5.2.1.8, is often required for most household borrowing from commercial 

banks and also for many households borrowing from the BAAC and moneylenders. Land is the most 

common asset used, at 77%, 32%, and 22% for these providers, respectively. Physical collateral to loan 

ratios are high, at 15 overall. One guesses that land deeds cannot be subdivided even for small loans. It 

would thus seem from these data that default (and collateral) is a potential problem.  The most common 

collateral alternative to physical collateral is some kind of joint guarantee, either with a single guarantor 

or with a group, at 29% overall and  50% of BAAC customers. Twenty one percent of those borrowing 

from village funds have group guaranteed loans.   

 

But 41% of the sample of borrowers claims to have not needed collateral at all. This is especially 

true for loans from the informal sector, including moneylenders, but also from village funds. Enforcement 

may not be an issue in these cases.  Distinguishing the informal sector from the formal sector is a task that 

lies ahead. 
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[Table 5.2.1.9. Collateral Requirement by Loan Period. Source: JBIC] 

 

 
[Table 5.2.1.10. Form of Collateral. Source: JBIC] 

 

A surprisingly large number of loans to SMEs seem to be absent physical collateral. See Table 

5.2.1.9. For example in 1996, 87.4% for loans less than 6 months in duration, 46% for loans 12 months or 

longer. Land, inventory, and some equipment provide the collateral for those needing it. See Table 

5.2.1.10. Thus, relative to the household survey, physical collateral is less often required. Unfortunately, 

we know little about those borrowing in other ways. The best guess is that there are individual or personal 

guarantees of some kind, but more information is needed.  
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[Table 5.2.1.11. Consequences of Default Distribution by Lender. Source: Adapted from Townsend Thai 

data] 

 

One measure of default is a binary dummy from the BAAC survey, which equals one if the 

BAAC has ever, in the group’s history, raised the interest rate as a penalty for late payment. 27% of 

groups responded affirmatively. This relatively high figure should not be taken as a mark against the 

BAAC lending program.  Annual default rates are much lower, whereas this measure of default is over 

the entire history of the group (median group age is ten years).  Further, imposing an interest rate penalty 

is one of the first remedial actions in a dynamic process the BAAC uses with a delinquent group. 

  

 Households are asked about the consequences of default, and the responses vary by lender. See 

Table 5.2.1.11. For commercial banks “land is repossessed (or other)” is the answer for 35.1% of the 

respondents, and “the borrower would not be able to use that lender again” for 49.3%.  No consequences 

to default are reported for loans from relatives, at 44%, and from suppliers, at 50%, though “cannot 

borrow from that lender again” is about equal in importance. Of great interest, “cannot borrow from any 

lender” is a common response for loans from BAAC, PCG village funds, and also moneylenders, ranging 

from 7-18%. This answer may be an indicator of villages’ level sanctions for the potential loss of village 

reputation. Evidently, loss of physical collateral is not the only sanction, both for formal and informal 

loans. This will be taken up in the models below.  

 

Reason 
Income Tercile 

Low Medium High 
Bequests (Life Cycle) 11.52 % 13.08 % 16.05 % 
Emergencies (Buffer/Insurance) 54.97 % 54.66 % *51.97 % 
Business Investment (Future Investment) 3.21 % 2.90 % **6.35 % 

 

[Table 5.2.1.12. Reasons for Saving by Income Tercile. Source: Adapted from Townsend Thai data. 

*indicates significance at 0.09 and ** indicates significance at 0.01] 
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Institution 

Where Savings are Held, for the Whole Sample 
Saving Institutions by Value: 

Differences in Changwats from Overall 
Sample (%) * 

By 
Account 

(%) 

By Value 
(%) 

By 
Account 

(%) 

Account 
Size 

Avg. 
Change CCS LB BR SSK 

Comm. Bank 12.88 55.59 22.70 74,201 19,314 +11 +16.5 -32 -41 
Agric. Coop. 4.55 3.28 8.02 12,521 2,264 - - -2.5 - 
BAAC 13.22 15.32 23.30 19,838 2,177 +3 -9.5 -9.5 +17 
PCG 3.27 2.84 5.76 14,888 4,190 -2.5 +4.5 -2.5 - 
Rice Bank 0.92 0.23 1.62 4,461 1,120 - - - - 
Jewelry 14.64 - - - - - - - - 
Cash 28.63 - - - - - - - - 
Rice Storage 18.50 14.41 32.61 13,176 -84 -9 -12 +33 +24 
Gov’t. Savings 1.06 1.14 1.87 18,143 5,128 - - - - 
Insurance 0.22 0.46 0.39 41,415 8,050 - - - - 

 

[Table 5.2.1.13. Source: Adapted from Townsend Thai data] 

 

Borrowing is of course only half of the intermediation picture.  The other half is saving. 

Households report emergencies, bequests, and business investment as motives for savings. See Table 

5.2.1.12.  These motives are implicitly assumed in the models below, featuring finance/business, risk 

sharing, and overlapping generations. By value, as in Table 5.2.1.13, 56% of savings are in commercial 

banks and 13% in BAAC accounts. Many respondents report having cash, jewelry, and/or gold in the 

house (though we do not have values). Rice in storage is a dominant mode of savings, reaching 47% by 

value in parts of the Northeast. In sum, savings takes place in formal and informal ways, and formal 

intermediation appears quite limited in some places. 
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[Figure 5.2.1.14. Debt-to-Assets Ratio (Central Northeast). Source: Townsend Thai data] 

 

 
[Table 5.2.1.15. Source: Adapted from Townsend Thai data] 

 

 One can measure the extent of intermediation by stocks or by flows. A revealing number is the 

debt/asset ratio, easily computed from balance sheets, if available. The medians of this ratio across 

provinces in 1997 are close to zero, rising from .03 to .05 by 2003. Though increasing, these are low 

numbers, indicative of limited credit on the supply and/or limited demand. Histograms (Figure 5.2.1.14) 

reveal a relatively high concentration of the population at or near zero debt, virtual financial autarky, 
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though the latter has diminished over time. Means are somewhat higher, rising from .08 to .20. The 

difference between the means and medians reveals the existence of a few relatively large debt holders. 

There is some regional variation, offering interesting exceptions: the debt/asset ratio is higher in the 

Northeast and lower in the South. The former may reflect BAAC outreach/targeting.  

 

 
[Table 5.2.1.16. Source: Adapted from Thai Ministry of Industry (MOI) Data with Townsend and 

Samphantharak calculations] 
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[Table 5.2.1.17. Debt-Equity Ratio. Source: JBIC] 

 

In the JBIC SME data, 37% of the firms have debt/asset ratios below one. See Table 5.2.1.16. For 

firms in the Ministry of Industry data, debt/asset ratios increase with size of the firm (gross assets), 

especially so when one eliminates from the sample bankrupt (negative equity) firms and controls for 

industry effects. See Table 5.2.1.17. These ratios for firms are larger than those for the household rural 

survey. The point is that in measures that use stocks, the financial system appears quite skewed, with 

levels of debt increasing more than proportionately with household assets and with firm size. Still, there 

are exceptions by region and sector. In several of the models below debt/asset ratios and how they move 

with wealth are revealing of underlying constraints. 
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[Table 5.2.1.18. Partial Correlation Coefficients of Consumption and Investment Deficit with Frequency 

of Use. Source: Alem and Townsend (2006)] 

 

 Flows are consistent with a less skewed picture. The excess of consumption over income must be 

financed, or a surplus saved. Likewise investment must be covered by cash flow from operations or 
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financed. The Townsend Thai annual panel stratified by wealth and lender/mechanism reveals in Table 

5.2.1.18 that formal borrowing from the BAAC and from Agricultural Cooperatives, and rice stocks, are 

most used by the relatively poor. Notably, the poor have greater use than the rich of the formal financial 

system as far as the BAAC is concerned. The number of borrowers from commercial banks is too limited 

to allow an assessment, but this speaks for itself. Loans from informal sector and savings in commercial 

banks are more used by the middle and upper segments of the surveyed population. This belies the 

stereotypical picture of the informal sector as most prominent for the poor.  Borrowing from relatives is 

an important informal exception. As might have been anticipated from the earlier discussion of provincial 

economies, remittances and government transfer are helpful for most categories of borrowers.  

 

5.2.1.1 BAAC: Operating Systems and Imposed Regulation 
 

 To understand the use and impact of a financial institution it is necessary to understand its 

operating system. We use here BAAC as a primary example, as for this financial sector provider, and not 

some of the others, we have much more relevant information. 

 

 The BAAC has a system under which farmers can be granted relief via loan extension, interest 

reduction, or even principal forgiven. Until recently, loans could be delayed or restructured up to three 

times without penalty if the borrower were judged not to be in willful default. Occasionally, the 

government will pay off part of the loan for the farmer.  In effect, this system is capable of providing 

insurance to farmers who experience force majeure events. The net present value of loan repayment is a 

function of idiosyncratic shocks. The magnitude of the impact on clients will be assessed below. 
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[Figure 5.2.1.19. BAAC Operating Procedures. Source: Yaron and Townsend (2001), original by the 

BAAC ] 
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[Figure 5.2.1.20. Source: Yaron, Benjamin and Piprek (1997)] 

 
[Table 5.2.1.21. Source: Yaron and Townsend (2001)] 

 

 The percentage of BAAC loans paid on time starts at a relatively low 75-80%, based on 1980’s 

data, but arrears history reveals that repayment rates rise to a relatively high 95% or over. Thus, based on 

experience, the BAAC should not provision linearly, as was recommended (more or less), and 

implemented, during the financial crisis. See Table 5.2.1.21. There of course should be an immediate 

provision as soon as the loan is overdue, and then the rate of residual, augmented provisioning should 

increase over time as it is less likely the loan will be repaid.  
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[Table 5.2.1.22. Source: Yaron and Townsend (2001)] 

 

 Of course provisions also need to take into account the possibility of adverse macro shocks.  See 

Table 5.2.1.22. The amount one year in arrears was 4,488 million baht in 1997 and this falls with 

repayment to 2,669 million baht two years in arrears in 1998. Then, reflecting the crisis, the entire 

schedule shifts up: the amount one year in arrears in 1998 was 6,272 million, and this falls with 

repayment to 3,177 million two years in arrears in 1999. Aggregate shocks need to be taken into account 

in insurance arrangements.    
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[Table 5.2.1.23. Source: Yaron and Townsend (2001)] 

 

 Provisioning enters as a cost on the BAAC income statement. This is covered by revenue in the 

line marked ‘other income’ (income recompense plus other government transfers). In effect, the 

government is paying the premium for a mandatory insurance fund which benefits BAAC farmers’ clients. 

Ideally, this would be administered as a lump sum transfer to branches (or even the farmers) who would 

then be allocated credit and insurance based on incentives.    

 

Indirectly, BAAC clients are receiving the subsidy.  More generally, the BAAC does lend at 

below market rates and does rely on a transfer from the central government. But we would like to know 

the magnitude of the subsidy and the benefits received by farmers.  For costs, Yaron (2001) uses market 

prices for all sources of funds, including funds lent at concessionary rates. The costs should include 

appropriate provisions as noted.   

 

The models below also use an outside market interest rate as the true cost of funds. Yaron’s 

subsidy dependency index at 35% indicates the amount of an increase in the average on-lending rate that 

would have been necessary for the BAAC to cover all costs, assuming no substitution in borrower 
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behavior. Lending below that rate creates a distortion.  The lending rate and overall subsidy are two 

variables that can be considered in the subsequent analysis in computing the distribution of gains and 

losses to policy change.  An important point here is that Yaron’s subsidy-dependence index (SDI) for the 

BAAC is not large. It is lower than for state owned financial institutions in most other countries. The 

subsidy and burden on Thai tax payers may not be high. It is also likely given the risk-contingencies in its 

loan contracts that the BAAC is providing considerable net benefits to farmers. Other financial 

institutions may not offer complete substitutes, in which case financial sector assessment should show a 

positive risk-sharing gain. 

 

 
[Table 5.2.1.24. Summary of Significant Correlations Between Relevant Institution Types/Policies and 

Growth/Failure. Source: Kaboski and Townsend (2005)] 

 

 The configuration of policies across the financial institutions operating in a given economy is 

likely to be different.  Sometimes policies vary even among financial institutions of the same type. The 

example here is drawn from Kaboski and Townsend (2004). Village funds in Thailand vary considerably 

in whether or not they offer lending services, whether there is a required minimum initial deposit, if  

members fill out application forms, if savings must be pledged,  if non agricultural consultation is 

provided, and whether or not there is an emergency service. These policies are associated in the data with 

positive intermediation: the growth in members, increases savings mobilized, and/or in funds lent. On the 

other hand, village funds that make rice or buffalo loans (not cash), offer optional or standard savings 

accounts, and restrict membership to villagers only are funds that are likely to shrink or fail.  In short, 

there is (unnatural) variation in intermediation across various funds with distinct policies, and this will be 

exploited in assessing impact below. Indeed, policies which promote intermediation will be shown to be 

having a positive impact on customers and bad policies a negative one. (Unfortunately, we do not have 

the information in Thailand to do this for some of the other financial sector providers).  
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5.2.2 Financial Deepening: The History 
 

 The aggregated M3/GDP movement and other statistics presented in earlier chapters can be 

presented here at the institutional level. There are telling contrasts across the various providers, indicative 

of (potential) supply side variation.  

 
[Figure 5.2.2.1. Growth of BAAC Credit Branch Offices 1994. Source: BAAC Annual Report] 
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[Figure 5.2.2.2. Macro Version of BAAC. Source: BAAC Annual Report] 

 

 The BAAC expanded dramatically in the 1980’s and 1990’s. The map from the BAAC annual 

report indicates new branches opened in 1994 alone. The analogue for M3/GDP for the BAAC would be 

private deposits to agricultural output, or total liabilities to agricultural output. Both increase over time, 

with an accelerated expansion starting approximately in 1988 (there is no drop in the financial crisis). 

This expansion could bring increasing benefits to farmers, if the operating system functions as envisioned. 

On the other hand, village funds reported to be operational in CDD data prior to 1997 blink on and off 

over the years with little geographic pattern. Ironically this may help to identify impact, as noted. 

 

 Between the expanded and now virtually universal BAAC and the (previously) thin and erratic 

village funds lie the commercial banks. In the CDD data commercial banks are seen to expand over time 

and space via evident clustering. Commercial banks remain limited in many areas as late as 1994. Note in 

particular the relatively limited commercial bank access/use in the Northeast and far South in 1994. On 

the other hand, the expansion at the village level in the Central area province of Chachoengsao is evident. 
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[Figure 5.2.2.3. Village Level – Chachoengsao – Increase. Source: Adapted from Townsend Thai data] 
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[Figure 5.2.2.4. Village Level – Chachoengsao – Increase. Source: Adapted from CDD Thai data] 
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[Figure 5.2.2.5. Percentage of villages with access to commercial banks (top) and those with access to the 

BAAC (1986-1996) (bottom) Source: Adapted from CDD Thai data] 
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In summary, there are striking differences over space and time (in Figure 5.2.2.5) between the expansion 

of the government operated BAAC and private sector/regulated banks. Initially, in 1986, the BAAC is 

more prevalent in the Central region, but the growth rate for the BAAC is higher in the Northeast. By 

1996, BAAC prevalence in the Northeast is equal or greater than in the Central region. (This was noted in 

the Townsend Thai 1997 data).  In contrast commercial bank prevalence is not only higher in the Central 

region in 1986, the expansion there over subsequent years to 1996 is higher as well. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Geographical interaction of the change in the access to BAAC and commercial banks in selected provinces 
 

 

 

[Figures 5.2.2.6. Estimation of the g function (short regression) for the BAAC and commercial banks.  

Source: Assunçao, Mityakov and Townsend (2006)] 
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 The contrasting spatio-temporal dynamic paths of the BAAC and commercial banks are evident 

locally, within provinces. Figures from 5.2.2.6 from Assunçao, Mityakov and Townsend (2006) display 

nonparametric graphs of the spatial correlation of the change in BAAC and commercial bank-use.  

Let  an exogenously defined distance function between villages  and ,i jD i j . For example, it can be 

considered simply as , where  is the location of village i . A general spatial 

autoregressive model of change variable  is given by: 

,  || ||i j i jD s s= − is

iy

 ( ),i i j j i
i j

y g D y xβ
≠

′ iu= + +∑  (5.2.2.1) 

 Figures show that expansion is flat for the BAAC, indicating that new customers are likely to fall 

anywhere in the province, but quickly decreasing to zero for commercial banks, indicating the contiguous, 

adjacent expansion of commercial bank access.  

 
[Table 5.2.2.7. Composition of Income Status Groups (%). Source: Jeong (2008)] 

 

 The SES, cross-sectional household surveys dating back to 1976 show an expansion in the 

fraction of households having a savings or credit transaction with a formal financial sector intermediary 

(BAAC, commercial bank, credit fancier). As described earlier, the percentage with access rises from 

6.5% in 1976 to 26.6% in 1996. See Table 5.2.2.7. The associated income differential of those with access 

over those without is over two to one and increasing, except after 1992. This is what accounts for the 

contribution of the financial sector expansion to the growth of per capita income and, via the Kuznets 
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effect, to an increase in inequality. Inequality is also higher among the participant group, so there is an 

additional composition effect to the increase in inequality that comes with the increase in financial access.   

 
[Figure 5.2.2.8. Source: Jeong (2000)] 

 

 Behind the scenes of growth with increasing inequality lie the reduced form participation 

schedules. See Figure 5.2.2.8. For most education groups, access/use is increasing with wealth, though for 

the most part higher, the higher is education. Thus, ceteris paribus, increases in wealth and education 

would increase financial access.  These participation schedules and the economy-wide dynamics are a key 

feature of the models below.  
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[Figure 5.2.2.9. Households Wealth Distribution by Sources of Borrowing (1997-2004) Source: 

Townsend Thai data] 

 

 Related, those borrowing from commercial banks have higher levels of wealth than those 

borrowing from the BAAC, which in turn have higher levels of wealth than those not borrowing at all. 

But the lowest levels of wealth are those borrowing from the informal sector, lower than those not 

borrowing at all. The choice of borrowing methods, whether to self-finance, and the relation to wealth, are 

subjects to which we shall return subsequently.   
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5.3 Education 
 
 There are obvious differences in the level of education by region, with the greater levels of 

Bangkok metropolitan area outpacing the rest. Migrants to Bangkok, and for the most part migrants to the 

other regions, have higher levels of education than non-migrants. 
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[Figure 5.3.1. Source: SES data] 
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[Figure 5.3.2. 1986 Percent Completing Advanced Secondary Education. Source: Felkner and Townsend 

(2007)] 

 

 There are evident differences in the level of education locally, across and within provinces. See 

Figure 5.3.2. Education levels are lower in the Northeast, and the percent completing advanced secondary 

education is higher for those near urban areas and living near major road systems. This distance to 

secondary schools does vary by village, with evident clustering. See Figure 5.3.3. 
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[Figure 5.3.3. Secondary School Network in Nang Rong. Note: The mean distance between all pairs of 

villages within Nang Rong district is 19.41 km. Source: Faust, et al. (1999)]
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[Table 5.3.4. Source: Townsend research note] 

 

 The determination of education at the household level has yet to be studied in detail, but evidently 

pre-determined wealth of the parents, and parents’ education levels, play a role in the education of the 

children. Those with greater wealth, e.g., refrigerators, are more likely to have children in more advanced 

schools. See Table 5.3.4. 
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[Figure 5.3.5. Composition of Aggregate Distribution by Education. Source: Jeong (2000)] 
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[Table 5.3.6. Composition of Income Status Groups (%). Source: Jeong (2005), unpublished] 

 

 The bulk of the Thai population (by household head) has relatively low levels of education. The 

more highly educated constitute a larger, but still relatively small part of the population even by 1996. See 

histograms in Figure 5.3.5. As in Table 5.3.6, the fraction of the population with no formal education 

drops from 18.3 percent in 1976 to 5.6 percent in 1996. The fraction with secondary education increases 

from 5.4 to 11.4 percent, vocational from 2.2 to 5.3, and university/higher from 1.1 to 6.0. The income 

differential between the lowest and highest group was over 4 to 1 in 1976, and this increases to almost 6 

to 1 as the growth of income is substantially higher for the more educated groups. This is what accounts 

for the contribution of education to the growth in per capita income, and via the Kuznets effect, to an 

increase in inequality. On the other hand within-group inequality is higher for the least educated groups, 

so the secondary composition effect lowers inequality.  
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